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Abstract. This paper contains some explanations about the algorithms imple-

mented by R3CESBU team members. We will study algorithms used for the 

goalie, blocking, shooting, and marking. The base code used by R3CESBU is 

agent-2d. This year, the team will participate in its first competition in the 2D 

soccer simulation RoboCup 2023 league. 
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1 Introduction 

We will be using agent-2d base code [1] to develop our ideas and strategies for the 

2D soccer simulation league. We explored various sections to improve our agents’ be-

haviors and looked for the weak spots that we can fix with more emphasis on the de-

fense. To be more specific, we studied and optimized the formation, blocking, shooting, 

tackling, goalkeeping, and defense. In some of the sections, we will be          discussing 

how we developed ideas and applied various techniques to boost our agents’ perfor-

mance, consequently changing the outcome of the matches by a significant margin. In 

the following paragraphs, we will discuss in detail how we made these improvements 

and elaborate on the ideas, which our team proposed. 

2 Goalkeeper 

The goalie’s performance in decision-making in the base code has poor quality.  So, 

our first effort was to improve its positioning. By dividing the field into 5 parts (Figure 

1), we create a simpler form to analyze the field. Since these sections have independent 

logic regarding how the goalie should act, it makes a good modular logic structure that 

handles the complex field in simpler terms. The logic and behavior of the goalie in each 

section are as follows; If the ball is in the first part (BA_Safe), the goalie doesn’t move 

so as not to lose stamina. If the ball is in the second part (BA_DribbleBlock), the goalie 
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position is the bisector between the ball and the opponent possessing the ball. In the 

third position (BA_DefMidField), the goalie stands in the bisector between the goal-

mid and the nearest opponent. If the ball is in the fourth position (BA_CrossBlock), the 

goalie sticks to the nearest opponent. Finally, in the last state (BA_Danger), the goalie 

chases the ball and one of the center-back defenders follows to support the goalie ac-

cording to the position of the ball. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Dividing pitch for goalie decision-making 

3 Shoot 

We have found that when we are on offense, the position of the kicker can greatly 

influence whether we can score. We noticed that in the primitive base code of Agent2D, 

the kicker prefers shooting the ball rather than passing to a teammate who has a poten-

tially better position for scoring. To increase the likelihood of success, we introduced a 

threshold to change the previous policy and gain significantly better results. [2][3][4] 

 

4 Tackle 

 In the base agent-2d code regarding tackles, the base code’s approach is to prevent 

agents from making tackles when the agent has a card, so we modified this policy and 

made the game a bit aggressive, especially when counterattacking. In the base code, the 

agent doesn’t usually make tackles in the penalty area. To preserve the results when we 

are ahead, we modified the threshold of this strict policy only in the final moments of 

the game. Further, we try to find the best distances for tackling by using artificial intel-

ligence algorithms. 
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5 Strategy 

 Since the base code strategy is very primitive, we designed a new strategy with a 

Delaunay Triangulation algorithm, and we used the Fedit2 tool[5] to make our new 

formation. To achieve this, R3CESBU changed the strategy pattern in Agent2d by de-

signing a new strategy maker file and adding new formation configs. In addition, we 

implemented the first phase of dynamic positioning same as real soccer. For example, 

when we are on offense, two of our defender's roles change to the halfback or attacking 

winger to surge our attack strength. Not only this strategy can be used in the offense 

but we claim that it can also influence pivotal moments in the defense as well. 

6 Basic Block 

For implementation, we use a function that returns us teammates who can block the 

opponent player having the ball. For this purpose, first, we leave the goalie and those 

who have special conditions (e.g., they are frozen or have very little energy, etc.) and 

those who are far away from the ball. Then, for the output of the mentioned function, 

we also check the following two conditions: 

•   The cycles that reach the ball should be the least possible. 

•   Our player reaches the ball earlier than the opponent. 

According to the above conditions, we choose our best teammate for the block.[6][7] 

7 Dockerizing RCSS 

 One of the major issues which almost all teams encounter at the start of the 2D sim-

ulation league is its incompatibility across all platforms, dependencies, and prerequisite 

packages. After overcoming all of them only, to finally reached the point to run the first 

match game and the first step to begin the development of soccer simulation 2D agents. 

We dockerized the listed files below to bring a complete and compatible package of 

soccer simulation 2D tools which are runnable regardless of hardware and whether the 

prerequisites are installed. Not only is it platform-independent, but it’s also showing 

better performance and less capacity consumption. The links to the docker images are 

also available. 

• RCSSServer 1 

• RCSSMonitor 2 

• Soccerwindow2 3 

 
1  https://hub.docker.com/r/itsfarbod/rcssserver 
2  https://hub.docker.com/r/itsfarbod/rcssmonitor 
3  https://hub.docker.com/r/itsfarbod/soccerwindow2 

https://hub.docker.com/r/itsfarbod/rcssmonitor
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• Fedit2 4 

8 Calculate Opponent Danger Score 

In the new agent code (i.e., R3CESBU), a function has been implemented which 

evaluates the danger level based on the opponent players in the surroundings of the 

agent (i.e., the possessor of the ball). This danger score depends on ten parameters, 

including the nearest opponent’s magnitude and direction of velocity, its body angle, 

the number of cycles elapsed since the last time we received the information, and fi-

nally, a series of complex parameters based on the teammates’ role and position on the 

pitch. Each of these parameters has a different level of importance and is assigned dif-

ferent weight values accordingly. Combining these parameters results in a scalar value 

representing the danger score. 

9 Future Work 

9.1 Improve positioning and Making Teamwork Actions: 

Since the initial code for chain action is flawed, we have made modifications to it 

and, as previously mentioned, by predicting the level of danger around the teammate 

who owns the ball, we produce safer kicks to the ball. Further, to improve the overall 

teamwork of the agents we will improve the positioning of each agent while our team 

has the ball. Therefore, we gain potentially better situations that will likely lead to a 

goal, while preserving our defense strength, blocking probable counterattacks and po-

tential risks. Our candidate solution highly revolves around predicting the position of 

the ball in the next cycles. 

9.2 Data mining Logs: 

After each game, two log files are generated in RCG and RCL formats, which we 

converted into readable and analyzable datasets. With these, we train our artificial in-

telligence models to improve the goalkeeper's movements and forward’s kicks. By ex-

amining the heat map of the position of the successful kicks across various teams, we 

suggest that we can find key areas in the field, where the agents can make their decisive 

kicks. Furthermore, we plan to tune the previously mentioned parameters and weights 

using statistical learning techniques.[8][9] 

 

 
4  https://hub.docker.com/r/itsfarbod/fedit2 
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